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“Empowerment allows an organisation to unlock the hidden potential in its workforce. This
pocketbook will assist anyone who wants to learn about empowerment, what differentiates
it from delegation, and how it can be implemented in the work place.”
Adrian Guttridge, Managing Director, Mortgages and Banking, Marlborough Stirling
“I particularly liked the way the authors have used everyday comparisons, such as driving
a car, to explain their approach to the subject. Individual pages could be used as
presentation material or workshop handouts.”
Bob Owen, Branch Manager, Allianz Cornhill Insurance
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IMPLEMENTING IN THE ORGANISATION

GETTING EMPOWERMENT IN PLACE
1.

Identify and agree the current situation.

2.

Show how empowerment can improve your organisation.

3.

Define the empowerment vision internally.

4.

Conduct workshops to share the vision.

5.

Listen to the responses and act upon them!

6.

Provide mentors and encourage managers to give time to their team.

7.

Provide the skills required.

8.

Review appraisal system so organisations and individuals can focus on measurable
achievements.

9.

Review behaviour and process outcomes to keep empowerment alive.

Each of these stages is explained in detail on the following pages.
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IMPLEMENTING IN THE ORGANISATION

GETTING EMPOWERMENT IN PLACE
1. Identify and agree the current situation
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G

Define the reason for change

G

Analyse where the organisation is currently

G

Determine the future aim/goal/vision

G

Plan the change, asking the following questions:
–

What will drive the change?

–

Who will be the custodian of the empowerment vision to ensure it becomes part
of the culture?

–

How will the empowerment message be communicated?

–

What personal and organisational changes are required?

–

What is the ultimate goal of empowerment?

IMPLEMENTING IN THE ORGANISATION

GETTING EMPOWERMENT IN PLACE
2. Show how empowerment can improve your organisation
G

Explore the benefits in terms of increased sales,
productivity and profitability from:
–

Increased commitment from staff

–

More creativity and innovation

–

Less sickness and absenteeism

–

More self-motivation

–

Better customer relations

G

Use internal (staff satisfaction) surveys
and customer questionnaires to identify
the changes needed

G

Establish benchmarks with other companies by
making visits and trading information
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IMPLEMENTING IN THE ORGANISATION

GETTING EMPOWERMENT IN PLACE
STAFF SATISFACTION SURVEYS
Staff satisfaction surveys should be viewed like a ‘snapshot’ of how the company is
feeling. Perception matters ... because perception is reality for the individual being
empowered. Survey questions should include:
G

How well does your team leader communicate with you?

G

Do you have a team briefing once a month?

G

When did you last receive an appraisal of your work?

G

How long did your appraisal last?

G

When you attended your last development/technical training programme were your
learning objectives discussed before and after attendance?

G

Who is accountable for the part of the company in which you work?

G

How do you interpret the company mission statement?

G

Do you feel there is the opportunity for regular achievement at work?

Surveys should be repeated every six months.
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IMPLEMENTING IN THE ORGANISATION

GETTING EMPOWERMENT IN PLACE
3. Define the empowerment vision internally
Empowering your staff is ...
G

When you work together to define more broadly the scope and conditions
selectively and individually!

G

When you give a licence to people directly or indirectly

G

When the licence can be re-negotiated with the licensee, expanded or extended
depending upon the situation

G

Questioning assumptions you have made about the team

G

When everyone knows what others are working towards and communicating this
so that they are not in each other’s way!

Therefore, give the right licence to the right person so that they can grow!
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IMPLEMENTING IN THE ORGANISATION

GETTING EMPOWERMENT IN PLACE
4. Conduct workshops to share the vision
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G

Participants define empowerment

G

Provide the definition from page 5 - licence, enabler of results through others

G

Ask delegates how empowered they feel: are they empowered to question, chase,
listen, take action without referral or aim for practical solutions?

G

Encourage clear communication, with guidelines on planning what to tell and what
to ask

G

Review by describing behaviour required - only what we see, hear and feel, not our
opinions!

G

Clarify the objectives we set - SMART (see page 85)

G

Summarise corporate definition of Empowerment & Action plans

G

Ensure all the company attends, particularly the implementers of the new culture

IMPLEMENTING IN THE ORGANISATION

GETTING EMPOWERMENT IN PLACE
5. Listen to the responses and act upon them!
G

Negotiate with people concerning what they will do, what
they will not do and ask them what they require you to do

G

Follow up action plans within a specified period

G

Give credit where it is due, to the innovator
or those who take action; do this at
appraisal, in team briefings and
in day-to-day discussions
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